Candy Bar Sayings:
1. Package of M&M’s
a. Magnificent and Marvelous Staff member
b. Much and Many Thanks
c. Magical and Marvelous Teacher
2. Cotton Candya. “You make the fluffy stuff around here because…. . ”
3. Peanut M&M’s
a. You are anything but plain
4. 100 Grand Candy Bar
a. You are worth a 100 Grand to us
b. We wouldn’t trade you for a 100 Grand
5. Reese’s Pieces
a. We love you to pieces
b. We love how you helped keep us from falling to pieces
c. You were the piece we were missing
d. Thank you for teaching the kids the missing pieces this year
e. You are an important piece to our team
6. Milky Way:
a. You are the best in the Milky Way
b. You are the brightest star in the Milky Way
c. Your smile brightens the Milky Way
7. DOTS:
a. Thanks for helping us connect the dots
8. Mike and Ikes:
a. Mike and Ike think you are special
9. Sweet-tarts
a. Thank you for being such a sweet-tart
10. Smarties
a. You are one of our smarties
11. Mints
a. We mint to tell you how much we appreciate you
b. You are a breath of fresh air
12. Snickers
a. You keep it together even when the kids want to make you snicker

b. Laugh and the whole world laughs with you
13. Lifesavers
a. You are a lifesaver
14. Whoppers
a. You go to great lengths to help the kids grow whoppers
b. You keep it together even when the kids tell whoppers
15. Three Musketeers
a. All for one and one for all- We are glad you are part of our “tiers”
16. Extra Gum
a. Thanks for going the extra mile
17. Bubble Gum
a. You are so bubbly- you make our team so much fun
18. Almond Joy
a. It’s a joy to have such a great nut on our team
19. Double-mint Gum
a. You double our pleasure
b. We doubled our fun when we chews you to be part of our team
20. Jolly Rancher
a. You’re a jolly good member of this team
21. Tootsie Roll
a. Stop, Drop and Have a Tootsie Roll
22. Twix Bar
a. Twix you and me- I hope you have a great week
b. Merry Twixmas
23. Mounds
a. It’s mounds of fun with you on our team
24. Gummy Bears
a. Have a BEARY great week
25. Rice Crispy Treats
a. Thanks for putting some snap, crackle and pop in our school
26. York Peppermint Pattya. “You were “mint” to be here because…. . ”
27. Fanta popa. “You’re Fanta-stic because…. . ”
28. Pepsi Maxxa. “We know you enjoy your job to the maxx because…. ”

29. Hydrive energy drinka.

“We know you give everyone an extra boost because…. ”

30. Whoppersa. “You smile even when the kids tell whoppers”
31. Zero Candy Bara. “Thank You for Letting Zero Fail…. ”
32. Bit O’Honeya. “You are as Sweet as Honey”
33. Turtlesa. “You don’t hide when the going gets tough”
34. Air Heads- (cover up the air)a. Give out during planning meetings “Two Heads” are better than One.
35. Mamba Lemonsa. Join us in the gym as “Mamba” better known as Jim- dances the Samba for
us.

(Get Jim to dress up crazy and dance the samba to lighten the mood

when things get crazy and give everybody some lemon drops.
36. Snickersa. Give everyone a Snickers bar and ask them to tell a funny “kid” story from
their classes.
37. Mountain Dewa. “We love the way you just “dew” it.
38. Shockersa. “Thanks for not letting the shockers send you flying”
39. Little plastic ice cream conesa. put in staff boxes and invite them to the cafeteria with a saying like“You’ve taken a licking this week- come have an ice cream cone and relax.
40. Twizzlersa. Principal leaves on teacher’s desk after observing- cover up the “T” and
“lers” and say You were a “WIZZ” at teaching the kids- and then leave
specific praise about what the teacher did well.
41. Good and Plentya. Pass out thesauruses and a message- We know the kids drive you nuts saying
“Good and Plenty all the time- here’s a class thesaurus.
42. Milky Waya. “You are the best in the whole milky way because…. . ”

43. Hallsa. During testing time (which is always when everyone has the sniffles)- pass
out the halls cough drops and say “Thank you for keeping the Halls quiet”
44. Tootsie Rollsa.

“Stop, Drop, and Have a Tootsie Roll.

45. Runtsa. “You make this School Run (t)-(cover the t) like clock work.
	
  

